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Background: Kawasaki disease (KD) is an acute vasculitis that mainly affects the

coronary arteries. This inflammation can cause coronary artery aneurysms (CAAs).

Patients with KD need cardiac assessment for risk stratification for the development of

myocardial ischemia, based on Z-score (luminal diameter of the coronary artery corrected

for body surface area). Echocardiography is the primary imaging modality in KD but

has several important limitations. Coronary computed tomographic angiography (cCTA)

and Cardiac MRI (CMR) are non-invasive imaging modalities and of additional value for

assessment of CAAs with a high diagnostic yield. The objective of this single center,

retrospective study is to explore the diagnostic potential of coronary artery assessment

of cCTA vs. CMR in children with KD.

Methods and Results: Out of 965 KD patients from our database, a total of 111

cCTAs (104 patients) and 311 CMR (225 patients) have been performed since 2010.

For comparison, we identified 54 KD patients who had undergone both cCTA and CMR.

CMR only identified eight patients with CAAs compared to 14 patients by cCTA. CMR

missed 50% of the CAAs identified by cCTA.

Conclusions: Our single center study demonstrates that cCTA may be a more sensitive

diagnostic tool to detect CAAs in KD patients, compared to CMR.

Keywords: Kawasaki disease, imaging, cardiac MRI, coronary computed tomographic angiography, coronary

artery aneurysms, coronary artery assessment

INTRODUCTION

Kawasaki disease (KD) is an acute vasculitis of the medium-and-small-sized arteries of unknown
etiology. To date, KD is the most common acquired pediatric heart disease in Western society
(1). The vasculitis mainly affects the coronary arteries and the inflammation can cause coronary
artery aneurysms (CAAs). Due to the formation of CAAs, CAA-related secondary complications
can occur such as thrombosis, calcification, and stenosis/occlusion which can lead to myocardial
ischemia. The occurrence of stenosis and thrombosis may well be inherent to the size of the
CAA (2). Currently, echocardiography is used as the primary imaging modality in KD, and
is a good first, rapid, and non-invasive screening tool in the acute phase. According to the
American Heart Association (AHA) guidelines of 2017, additional imaging should be considered
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during follow-up after the patient has been categorized (by
echocardiography) with a CAA (Z-score ≥ 2.5) (3), due to
an associated increased risk for myocardial ischemia. This is
where the Japanese Circulation Society (JCS) differs in their
recommendations from the AHA. Low diagnostic accuracy of
echocardiography due to limited visualization of distal coronary
segments may result in underestimation of the CAA burden
and may increase the risk for secondary complications (4).
Therefore, the JCS suggests performing additional imaging in
the convalescent phase (5) for a more accurate categorization of
CAA severity.

Invasive Coronary Angiography (CAG), coronary computed
tomographic angiography (cCTA) and Cardiac MRI (CMR)
have been suggested as alternatives complementary to
echocardiography by the AHA guidelines of 2017. Invasive
CAG is not routinely used because of its invasive nature and risk
of complications. In a recent overview, the need for guidance
for the long-term management of KD patients was emphasized,
suggesting non-invasive modalities such as echocardiography
and CMR, and only when other modalities cannot be used,
to consider low radiation dose computed tomography (CT)
(6). As the limitations of echocardiography are known, we
have been performing additional imaging such as cCTA and
CMR, in selected patients in our national referral center (7).
In our previous study we have demonstrated the relevance
of routine additional imaging for coronary artery assessment
by evaluating echocardiography and cCTA for the detection
of CAAs, secondary coronary artery pathology, and radiation
exposure (4). In the current study, we took the approach to
investigate CAA detection with cCTA and CMR, if imaging
results were both available in the same patient during follow-up.
The aim of this retrospective single-center study is to compare
the diagnostic yield of cCTA and CMR in clinical practice for the
detection of CAAs in KD patients.

METHODS

Study Population
Patients that met the AHA diagnostic criteria for KD, and
presented to the follow-up of the national referral center for KD
in the Netherlands and underwent CMR and cCTA between the
year 2008 and 2020, were retrospectively included in this study.
The AHA diagnostic criteria for KD are: persistent fever for ≥5
days and ≥4 of the five clinical features (rash, conjunctivitis,
cervical lymphadenopathy, oral changes, and extremity changes)
in the case of complete KD and, for incomplete KD, if fewer
than 4 of the clinical features with prolonged unexplained fever
and compatible echocardiography and/or laboratory findings

Abbreviations: AHA, American Heart Association; ASA, acetylsalicylic acid;

BPM, beats per minute; CAAs, Coronary artery aneurysms; CABG, coronary

artery bypass grafting; CAD, coronary artery disease; CAG, coronary angiography;

cCTA, coronary computed tomographic angiography; CMR, cardiac magnetic

resonance imaging; CT, computed tomography; Cx, circumflex; IVIG, intravenous

immunoglobulin; JCS, Japanese Circulation Society; KD, Kawasaki disease; LAD,

left anterior descending artery; LMCA, left main coronary artery; MRA, magnetic

resonance coronary angiography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RCA, right

coronary artery; TE, echo time; TR, repetition time.

are present. As cCTA and CMR are not part of the routine
cardiac assessment in patients with KD, these patients are
a selected subset of the KD population. The majority of
these patients had been previously diagnosed with CAA upon
echocardiography. It is exactly this group of patients (with
proximal coronary artery pathology upon echocardiography)
that has the risk for potentially missed distal coronary artery
involvement upon echocardiography, since the patients with
no proximal involvement have no reports on having distal
involvement (4). The primary objectives for additional imaging
in these patients were: i.e., to verify whether CAAs could be
missed in the distal parts of the coronary arteries, beyond the
window of inspection by echocardiography, and—at the same
time—to look for secondary coronary artery pathology (such as
stenosis, occlusion, calcification, or thrombus formation). Beta-
blockers were used if patients were older than the age of 12 and
had a heart rate above 70–75 beats per minute (BPM) prior to
the imaging. Clinical information about the acute phase and of
the follow-up was extracted from medical records. Institutional
Review Board approval was obtained.

CMR
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images were acquired using
a 1.5-T whole body MRI scanner with cardiac software (Siemens,
Magnetom, Avanto; Siemens, Erlangen, and Germany).
The imaging protocol included a navigator gated, ECG-
triggered, non-contrast enhanced magnetic resonance coronary
angiography (MRA) series, using a 3D echo time (TE)/repetition
time (TR) optimized steady state free precession sequence with
a fat saturated prepulse and T2 preparation (FOV 340–400mm,
base resolution 288 pixels. This resulted in a 3D image with
a resolution of ∼0.6 × 0.6 × 1.0 mm/pixel, encompassing
the entire coronary tree. Acceptance window of the navigator
was set to 2mm. ECG triggering was set to the period of
diastasis in the heart cycle. Imaging results were discussed in a
multi-disciplinary team, consisting of a radiologist, cardiologist,
pediatric cardiologist, and pediatric immunologist (all with
expertise in KD).

cCTA
For cCTA a dual-source 2 × 192-slice multidetector CT scanner
(Siemens Somatom Force, Erlangen, Germany) was used from
November 2015. Before 2015, the cCTA images were acquired
using a 64-slice CT scanner (Philips, Brilliance64). For both
scanners a prospective ECG-triggered step-and-shoot protocol
was used and images were reconstructed with a slice-thickness
of 0.6 and 0.9mm, respectively. Contrast medium (Ultravist
300 mg/ml, Bayer Healthcare Pharmaceuticals) was administered
intravenously. The total iodine dose and iodine delivery rate
were adjusted for body weight. The scan delay was determined
using a test bolus, after which 4 s were added for the scan
delay of the main bolus. A multidisciplinary team including
a radiologist, cardiologist, pediatric cardiologist, and pediatric
immunologist (with expertise in KD) discussed the results, as
reported previously (4).
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Measurements
Coronary artery diameters were measured and the CAAs Z-score
was calculated according to the McCrindle/Boston model (8).
There is no current alternative to the standardized measures of
CAA obtained by echocardiography (9). Hence, we have used
these values as the best available substrate, recognizing that they
are obtained by measuring different components of the coronary
arteries (internal appearance of wall to wall on echocardiography,
rather than luminal diameter of contract on cCTA/CMR). A
Z-score ≥ 3 was considered to be an aneurysm (as compared
to a Z-score ≥ 2.5, which is normally used). By using a cut-
off of a Z-score ≥ 3 instead of a Z-score ≥ 2.5 we aimed to
increase specificity because a Z-score ≥ 2.5 in 1 coronary artery
branch occurs in 0.6% of afebrile children and a Z-score ≥ 3.0
occurs in 0.1% (3). Also a study found that coronary artery
dimensions in febrile children (non-KD) are larger than those
in afebrile children, but smaller than in febrile KD patients
(9). Even though not performed at the same age, majority of
the imaging took place in the stable phase of the disease (i.e.,
more than 2 years after onset of disease) when remodeling
is not expected anymore. Thereafter, discrepancies in outcome
(number of detected CAAs) were considered the result of a lack of
diagnostic accuracy. The left main coronary artery (LMCA), left
anterior descending artery (LAD), right coronary artery (RCA),
and circumflex (Cx) were evaluated. A CAA in the Cx was
defined as luminal diameter ≥ 4.0mm (10). Not only luminal
dimensions were visualized, also myocardial ischemia, vascular
stenosis, occlusion, vessel wall calcification and intravascular
thrombosis were reported. Stenosis was defined as a narrowed
lumen which influences the blood flow while an occlusion is a
complete blockage of the lumen with no reserve flow. When on
CMR, the coronary arteries were not visualized distinctly enough
to make accurate and reliable measurements, coronary arteries
were classified as NORMAL/ABNORMAL by two independent
radiologists, blinded for the initial echocardiography and any
additional imaging.

Statistics
We generated demographic characteristics of KD patients who
underwent both cCTA and CMR, presented as numbers with
percentages and, where appropriate, with their mean or median
and ranges (Table 1).

RESULTS

Study Population
We collected the cCTA and CMR results from 54 pediatric KD
patients who had undergone both imaging techniques during the
follow-up and we compared the imaging results retrospectively,
of which nine were performed before 2015. All of the CMRs
were executed prior to cCTA, except for three cases. The
majority of the study population in which both cCTA and CMR
scanning has been performed, was male (80%). The median
age at onset of disease was 3.1 years (range 0.12–11.15). A
total of 12 patients (22%) had giant aneurysms (Z-score ≥

10) following the acute presentation with clinical KD (Table 1).
Classic KD diagnosis presenting with ≥4 of the 5 principal

TABLE 1 | Demographics and characteristics of 54 KD patients with imaging

performed both by cCTA and CMR.

Demographics n = 54 Remarks

Male n = 43

Female n = 11

Age in years at onset KD

(median, range)

3.1

(0.12–11.15)

Age-at-onset was unknown in two

patients.

Missed diagnosis, no

treatment

n = 7 No treatment (IVIG/prednisone)

received in seven cases, of which

two did receive ASA.

Day of treatment after onset

of fever (median, range)

8 (4–26) In 2 patients the day of treatment

was unclear.

Treatment > 10 days after

fever onset

n = 11

Non-responder to 1st IVIG n = 11 Persistent fever > 48 h after IVIG

treatment.

1Time in years (time

between CMR and cCTA)

(median, range)

3 (0–7) In 3 patients the cCTA was

performed after the CMR. 1Time in

years (time between cCTA and

CMR) for these patients was 1, 1,

and 4 years.

CAA Z-score acute stage

• Z-score > 10* (giant) n = 12

• Z-score 3–10* (small- to

medium-sized

aneurysms)

n = 13

• Z-score < 3* (no

aneurysm)

n = 23

• Unknown n = 6

*CAA status is based on prior echocardiography results in the acute phase of KD.

clinical features was present in the majority of cases (74%),
incomplete KD was present in a minority (20%), and in the
remaining three patients (6%) the clinical features at the acute
stage of the disease were unknown. Most patients had been
treated adequately with oral acetylsalicylic acid (ASA) and high-
dose intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) [once (67%), or twice
(20%)], whereas a minority of cases (13%) was initially missed
and did not receive any treatment. The difference in median
age for cCTA when compared to CMR [16.5 years (1–59) vs. 12
years (0–57)], medians, and ranges), is in part explained by the
earlier availability of the non-invasive CMR modality whereas
the third generation dual-source cCTA only became available in
2015. Anesthesia was used in two patients for CMR as well as for
cCTA because of their young age. The remaining patients were
scanned while conscious and alert, medication to manage heart
rhythm (i.e., beta-blockers) were not routinely used, only when
the heart rate exceeded 70–75 beats per minute. The two patients
with a history of coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) were
excluded from analysis.

CAA Detection
With respect to the accuracy of coronary abnormalities we
identified a total of 30 CAAs in 14 patients upon cCTA against
15 CAAs upon CMR in eight patients (Table 2). When the
CAAs, visualized by cCTA were considered valid and true, the
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TABLE 2 | Total CAAs detected by cCTA vs CMR.

Coronary artery CAA on cCTA CAA on CMR

LMCA 7 3

RCA 12 7

LAD 10 3

Cx 1 0

TABLE 3 | CAAs missed by CMR, with accompanying Z-scores calculated from

the luminal diameters acquired by cCTA.

LMCA in mm

(Z score)

RCA in mm

(Z-score)

LAD in mm

(Z-score)

Cx in mm

5 (1.25)a 4 (3.3) 4 (3.0) 7

6 (4.26) 7.4 (9.15) 4 (2.52)b

6 (3.88) 6.4 (7.69)

9 (29.92)

7 (6.52)

5 (3.07)

aPatient was overweight (BMI 35.1) which strongly affected the calculation of his Z-score.
bBorderline Z-score of 2.52, but with an irregular wall and an internal diameter of >1.5

times that of the adjacent segment, hence counted as CAA.

distribution of CAAsmissed by CMRwas as followed: four CAAs
in the LMCA, three CAAs in the RCA, seven CAAs in the LAD,
and one CAA in the Cx. There was no clear cut-off in diameter
above which the CMR was able to detect the CAAs (Table 3), but
predominantly determined by imaging quality overall instead.

In one patient, the CMR detected four CAAs in the RCA and
one CAA in the Cx, while the cCTA detected only three CAAs
in the RCA and a normal Cx. The delay between CMR and
cCTA was 10 months. A month prior to the cCTA a CAG was
performed, the results of the CAG were in concordance with the
cCTA. Imaging in this patient was performed in the 1st year after
onset of disease [also referred to as the dynamic phase (4, 11)]
therefore, this discrepancy is most likely due to remodeling.

The CMR detected CAAs in three patients which actually had
no CAAs in the coronary artery tree upon cCTA (neither in
echocardiography) whereas the CMR detected a CAA in the LAD
(1 patient) and in the Cx (2 patients). The delay between CMR
and cCTA was 61, 67, and 59 months. However, imaging in these
patients was performed long after onset of disease (>2 years),
also referred to as the static phase (4), making the contribution of
remodeling or normalization much less likely as the explanation
for these discrepancies.

cCTA and CMR; Logistics and Failure
Rates
Diagnostic failure rates to accurately assess the presence of
vascular lesions in these patients by either cCTA or CMR were
9.6% (a total of nine coronary arteries were failed to visualize
in five patients) and 59.6% (a total of 108 coronary arteries
were failed to visualize in 31 patients), respectively, when both
modalities were compared with each other. The main reason that

CMR data acquisition failed to accurately assess the presence
of a vascular lesion and therefore 1 or more coronary arteries
could not be interpreted, more often than in cCTA, was due
to motion artifacts caused by (i.e.,) irregular breathing and
insufficient image quality; all but two patients were subsequently
assessed successfully by cCTA. The cCTA gave insufficient results
in five cases (without anesthesia) because of motion artifact (4)
and so-called “streaking” due to beam hardening and scatter
(1). In three patients the coronary artery segments which were
visualized insufficiently by cCTA could be assessed by CMR or
echocardiography and were unaffected. In the other two patients
the Cx was not visualized well-enough either by cCTA, CMR and
echocardiography. These latter two patients had no history of
CAAs in any of the other coronary branches though.

CAA-Related Secondary Complications
Imaging by cCTAwas able to detect additional vascular pathology
in nine patients with coronary features such as calcification
(n = 8), stenosis (n = 4), occlusion (n = 1) which were not
observed by routine CMR. Coronary artery thrombosis (n = 3)
was detected only once by CMR. In three patients CMR enabled
us to identify myocardial infarction, cCTA revealed signs of
myocardial infarction in two of these patients but with much
less accuracy.

Clinical Repercussions
As a consequence of the insufficient performance of CMR, of the
eight patients diagnosed with CAA upon CMR, four patients had
a second or third CAA that were identified by cCTA and not by
CMR. This did not lead to a change of CAA classification, in other
words, the missed CAA did not exceed the other visible CAA in
Z-score and therefore did not have clinical repercussions. CMR
missed CAAs in three additional patients because of diagnostic
failure (mainly due tomotion artifact asmentioned before) which
led to subsequent imaging by cCTA. Of these, one patient needed
to start acetylsalicylic acid based on the new results of the cCTA.
Finally, in the last three patients redefinition by cCTA of initially
missed CAAs led to a different classification, i.e., from “no CAA”
to “small CAA” in two patients and near giant CAA (Z-score 9.15)
in one patient (Figure 1,Table 3). This last patient needed to start
acetylsalicylic acid and also underwent subsequent CMR cardiac
stress testing to detect possible myocardial damage, as she was
pregnant at the moment of redefinition by cCTA, which showed
no myocardial ischemia.

DISCUSSION

Our study in KD indicates that cCTA is the better modality
to assess the coronary artery lesions in clinical practice when
compared to CMR, and can be used for a more precise risk
stratification and monitoring during follow-up of patients.

Third generation dual-source cCTA has proven to be of great
value for the evaluation of the luminal diameter of the coronary
artery compared to invasive coronary angiography in adults
(12, 13) and in KD patients (14) as well as the detection of CAAs
and CAA-related secondary complications in KD (4, 15–17). The
strength of cCTA lies predominantly in visualizing the anatomy
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FIGURE 1 | cCTA imaging (a) and CMR imaging (b) of KD patient with near giant CAA (*) in RCA. Calcification and partial coronary artery thrombus are only visible

upon cCTA.

and therefore to detect aneurysms, stenosis, calcification, and
thrombosis. Other benefits of the third dual-source cCTA are
the low radiation exposure and fast acquisition time leading to
a lower burden on the pediatric population. Therefore, third
generation dual-source cCTA appears to be a good candidate
for coronary artery assessment in KD, i.e., risk stratification
for the development of myocardial ischemia. However, CMR
does not expose patients to radiation, unlike CT imaging
and CAG. There is consensus that radiation exposure (due
to imaging), is associated with an increase in lifetime cancer
risk, especially in children and should be kept to a minimum
(18, 19). Recent guidelines consider this radiation exposure and
therefore mention CMR as a good imaging technique in KD
(6), however, our data suggest cCTA is the more preferred
modality for the visualization vascular morphology, thrombus
formation and calcified lesions. CMR is valuable to visualize
tissue characteristics and physiology, and has been used to
demonstrate and in particular ischemia and tissue damage
following myocardial infarction in KD (20, 21). Other imaging
methods to evaluate cardiac function are being investigated as
well (22). Current development in CT scanning techniques may
enable cardiac function assessment in the future at low-dose
radiation exposure (23, 24), but to date however, CMR remains
the most suitable and best imaging modality for the evaluation of
cardiac function and for detection of ischemia and infarction.

Differences in applicability and accuracy between CMR and
cCTA have been described in the past in adults with coronary
artery disease (CAD) (25). These patients mainly presented with
obstructive CAD due to plaque formation and may not be
comparable with our pediatric population with KD. Previous
studies have attempted to determine the clinical applicability of
either CT or CMR for the risk stratification (4, 12–17, 21, 26–29),
but there are no comparative imaging studies available for KD
to date.

Upon comparison of both modalities in daily practice, our
data shows that cCTA outperforms CMR in the detection of
CAAs. CMR showed a higher diagnostic failure rate for coronary
artery assessment mainly due to motion artifacts caused by
protracted acquisition time, compared to cCTA (respectively,
59.6 vs. 9.6%). To note, suboptimal images were rated as
“diagnostic failure,” as these suboptimal images led to the under-
reporting of CAAs. The CAAs missed by CMR were more
frequently localized in the LAD, followed by the LCA and RCA;
of which three were missed because of inadequate performance.

Because echocardiography also had not been able to detect
these CAAs, two patients went undertreated for 5 and 2
years, until their medium-sized CAAs were detected and
oral medication was (re)started. In four patients, the CAA
classification changed from normal to “small CAA,” which
needed no further medication. The four patients in whom
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additional CAAs were detected that had been missed upon
CMR, were already taking oral aspirin, but will be monitored by
repeated cCTA during follow-up as a consequence. Important
factors that contribute in the higher CAA detection rate by
cCTA are high spatial resolution of the cCTA (0.6 mm/pixel
vs. 0.6 × 0.6 × 1 mm/pixel in MRI), and high temporal
resolution. This higher spatial resolution also contributes
to the detection of additional coronary artery pathology
(i.e., calcification, stenosis, and thrombosis), while CMR was
inaccurate or unable to do so. These CAA-related secondary
complications are relevant to be properly diagnosed for treatment
considerations during follow-up. Another important factor for
accurate coronary artery assessment is heart rate. A higher
heart rate is a disadvantage for accurate coronary artery
assessment. In our study, the average age of the children
undergoing cCTA, and as a consequence their heart rate (since
younger children on average have a higher heart rate than
older children), was higher than in those that were imaged
by CMR. Instead of the heart rate at start, longer acquisition
time, and variability in heart rate upon CMR is probably
the reason for a higher failure rate and lack of sufficient
accuracy in CAA detection in KD. Stricter regulation of heart
rate, managed by beta-blockers, could improve the diagnostic
accuracy of CMR.

Limitations
Retrospective analysis introduces variation of the data, having
not been systematically collected in a predefined prospective
manner. In our case, patients have been selected based on
the prerequisite of having complementary imaging with both
CMR and cCTA data available in the same patients. Most
often these patients were known to have CAAs as previously
visualized in the (sub)acute stage upon echocardiography. Thus,
our patient cohort does not represent a normal unselected
KD population. This, however, may not be a disadvantage
because it is exactly this subgroup of patients that should
be routinely monitored more closely. Despite the fact that
most imaging was performed in the stable phase in which
remodeling of coronary artery lesions is not expected anymore,
the delay between both imaging techniques may have been
of influence on our results. Since there were no luminal
diameters available for some of the coronary arteries on CMR,
the arteries were scored as “normal” or “abnormal” based on
the experienced eye. This approach was considered the most
realistic for subsequent comparisons between the two imaging
groups (i.e., cCTA and CMR). The inability to measure the exact
coronary artery diameter on CMR supports our first suspicion
that CMR could have a lower diagnostic accuracy compared
to cCTA.

Finally, we calculated the Z-scores using the
McCrindle/Boston model, although not formally validated
for being used for imaging by cCTA and CMR.

CONCLUSION

Our study in KD shows that cCTA is an excellent imaging
modality to assess the coronary artery tree at great resolution.
cCTA detects CAAs more frequent and with greater detail when
compared to CMR. Therefore, we recommend to perform cCTA
in addition to echocardiography in CAA positive KD patients to
detect and classify CAAs.
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